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Bringing butterflies and moths back to Britain

A

Notes from the Chairman

Cover story

This excellent picture of a
Small Yellow Underwing
moth was taken by Mark
Peacock, a branch member
for three years, on the
banks of the River Severn
just south of Blackstone,
opposite Ribbesford. Mark
lives in the village of
Blakedown, North
Worcestershire, and is very
keen on Lepidoptera and
Odonata – he was down
there looking for freshly
emerged Club-tailed
Dragonflies. He really
enjoys moth trapping which
he started in 2012.

fter three years as Chairman of West Midland Branch this is my
last “Chairman’s Notes” as my successor will take over at the
Annual General Meeting on Saturday 8th March. I enjoyed the
time in the post very much, but it is now time to get some new blood and
new ideas.
My interests have always been in the practical side of conservation –
reserve and habitat management – which I intend to continue. I will also
continue with the role of Transect Coordinator. This job has become very
much easier now the system has gone on-line enabling transect walkers
to input their own data.
West Midlands membership has increased considerably in the past
year. We are the third largest of the 31 Branches, behind Hampshire and
Sussex, with 1,064 households as members. The West Midlands has had
the highest increase in membership over the last 12 months. Look out for
the New Members’ Day in the spring.
Our Branch finances are extremely healthy thanks to achieving
profitability at Grafton Wood Nature Reserve together with other profit
making projects. This is thanks to volunteers carrying out all the
management that used to be done by contractors and supplying firewood
to Worcestershire Wildlife Trust for their sales at Tiddesley Wood.
I will be recommending that the surplus Branch funds be used to buy
an extension to Grafton Wood called Laight’s Rough at the next meeting.

Copy deadline

This picture more than any other depicts the atrocious conditions encountered
by this winter’s work parties – even the mower has an umbrella! (John Tilt)

The deadline for editorial
contributions to the Spring
edition of The Comma is
31st March 2014.
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This will be part of our long term landscape scale project in Feckenham Forest.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Grafton Wood volunteers who
do all the management work in the wood. The Sundays when we are not at Grafton
we do other management work for butterflies and moths in the Branch – at
Throckmorton Landfill Site, Ewyas Harold Common, Coppett Hill, Malvern Hills,
Penny Hill Bank, Honeybourne Railway and others.
BC Head Office is proposing a change to Branch financial arrangements. The
proposal is to create a post centred in Dorset called a Branch Support Officer. This
post would not have a conservation bias but would concentrate on membership and
fundraising. This would be funded by reducing Branch income from £6 to £4.50 per
member, i.e. a reduction in Branch income from HO of 25%.
The West Midlands Branch feels that this would severely limit Branch based
John Tilt
conservation work which we consider to be the most important part of our function.
I have had the opportunity to discuss this with Dr Martin Warren, BC’s Chief Executive, who now
understands more fully what West Midlands Branch does and I hope will take the appropriate action.
We will be drawing up a list of Branch based projects with expected cost to ensure that our funding is not
reduced in this way.
The Transect data input went on-line in 2013 for the first time and was very successful. Most people found
the system easy to use and the download system for individual data analysis is excellent.
In the West Midlands we have 48 Transects, most of the data input has been done now and my preliminary
analysis shows encouraging results for 2013.
We have 17 sites which have had recorded Transect data for the last five years. These have been analysed
and 2013 shows a significant recovery from the terrible year of 2012 in the total numbers of butterflies counted.
Some of the early spring butterflies were poor such as the Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Orange-tip.
Common Blue has had two consecutively terrible years. On the other hand Small Whites and Silver-washed
Fritillaries broke all records.
More details will be available when the full results are in.
Another reminder to all our members that the Branch AGM is on the
8th March when we will be electing the
new Chairman and Committee. I have
I’m sure that members will join the
already had a volunteer from Staffordshire
Branch Committee in thanking the
to stand on the Committee, but anyone who
following for their help in the
feels that they would like to get involved
design and distribution of The
should contact me before the AGM.
Comma: graphic artist Trish
I hope everyone will support the new
Connolly Morgan, who has
Chairman as they have supported me.
joined our editor Roger

Special thanks

Contributions
Please send articles and
images to the editor at:
thecomma@btinternet.com
The opinions expressed in
this newsletter are not
necessarily those of the
West Midlands Branch or
Butterfly Conservation.
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Wasley on the production
team to design the newsletter;
Carol Wood and her team of
volunteers for taking on the task
of posting out over 1,000
copies of this issue; and John
Bryan, who works for the
Royal Mail Group, who kindly
donated 50 first class stamps he
was given towards posting out
this edition of The Comma.

Last chance for branch fleece

Here’s your final chance to snap up a Butterfly Conservation West Midlands
Branch fleece as we only have three left! We have one in Medium (38-40)
and two in Large (42-44) and they can be ordered for £20 each. They are
smart in appearance, very warm and comfortable, black in colour with the
BC logo and the words ‘West Midlands’ picked out in orange. They are ideal
for transect walkers, work party attendees and anyone who represents
Butterfly Conservation at meetings or events in the region. Please contact
Mike Williams at mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk
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Calendar sells out at
national AGM

A

decision will be
made at the
next meeting of
the branch Committee
on whether to run
another photographic
competition and to
produce a calendar
featuring the winning
photographs.
After a plug by the National
Chairman David Dennis at the
start of proceedings, the final
dozen copies of the 2014
calendar sold out during the
first interval at Butterfly
Conservation’s national AGM
and Members’ Day held at the
Marriott Hotel in Swindon on
16th November.
Members manning the
branch stand were taken by
surprise at the huge interest
in West Midlands branch
products, including back
copies of The Comma,
Grafton Wood and Wyre
Forest leaflets, and the 30
Butterfly Walks guide.
Branch Chairman John
Tilt and his wife Miriam,
Brown Hairstreak Champion
Mike Williams and Sheila
Wasley were kept busy by Picture perfect: Dr Phil Sterling (left), co-author of Field Guide to the Microan endless string of visitors moths of Great Britain and Ireland and keynote speaker at BC’s national
before the start of the AGM AGM, and Branch Chairman John Tilt admire Patrick Clement’s photograph
and during each of the of micro-moth Micropterix calthella in the calendar (Roger Wasley)
three breaks.
and at talks I have given.
“I’ve no doubt that we could easily have sold
“The calendar has been another quality product
another 50 copies of the calendar to boost branch
that we can be proud of and it sold itself. Thanks again
funds,” said John. “I had no problem finding
to everyone who sent in photos and congratulations to
willing buyers everywhere I took copies. They sold
all the winners.”
well at work parties, at the AGMs of other branches
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Press publicity
aids branch
and calendar
A

garden by selecting
recent article
plants rich in nectar.
in the Ludlow
Gareth, who also
and Tenbury
had a photo of a
Wells Advertiser has
Peacock butterfly
benefitted both the
included in the
West Midlands branch
calendar, said: “When
and sales of our 2014
the summer finally
calendar.
arrived, I managed to
The story focused
Happy snapper:
obtain the butterfly
on branch member
Gareth Thomas
images I’d had in
Gareth Thomas, who
mind for the calendar,
lives in Temeside,
but the Brimstone suddenly
Ludlow, winning our first
appeared and easily upstaged all
photographic competition with
my planned photos.
his stunning image of a Brimstone
“As soon as I saw it on the
butterfly nectaring on a runner
camera’s viewing screen, I knew it
bean flower in his garden.
was a ‘Wow!’ picture and I’m
Retired veterinary surgeon Gareth
delighted the judges agreed.”
has had a lifelong interest in
The article about Gareth’s
butterflies and moths and is an active
success prompted several readers of
recorder in both Mortimer Forest and
the Advertiser to order copies of the
the Clee Hill area. He is also a
calendar, which sold out in just a
keen photographer and has tried to
few weeks.
encourage more butterflies into his
Stop press: The cutting from the
Ludlow Advertiser and below
Gareth’s photograph of a Peacock
that also appeared in the calendar

Plumed Prominent
(Patrick Clement))

Plumed Prom
moth success

What has turned into an
annual pilgrimage to
Gloucestershire for the rare
Plumed Prominent moth
was another successful
outing for mothers from the
West Midlands and other
regions last Autumn.
Peter Hugo reports that a
total of 20 traps were run
until just after midnight
though many folk had left,
with their traps, well before
then as some had work the
following morning and had
to return to such places
as… Staffordshire!
The total count for the night
was 551 moths of 20
species which included no
fewer than 62 Plumed
Prominents. “We are
wondering whether this is a
British record for this moth
in one night,” says Peter.

Well done Caitlin!
Well done to Caitlin
Morgan, one of the
branch's youngest
members, who helped her
friends at Clive School in
Shropshire raise £83 for
Butterfly Conservation.
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Seeds of
hope for
future of
ash trees
G

rafton Wood Nature Reserve, which is owned Don't get confused: The onset of the first winter
by Butterfly Conservation and Worcestershire frosts led confused tree owners to inundate officials
Wildlife Trust, has a vital role to play in with false reports of ash dieback disease. The
helping to protect the nation’s trees from the threat Forestry Commission said it has received hundreds
of ash dieback and other potentially devastating of calls from concerned members of the public
diseases.
mistaking the withering of seed pods for symptoms
Seed collectors from the Millennium Seed Bank of the deadly infection. (John Tilt)
at the Royal Botanic
Gardens, in Kew, west
London, have been
gathering up ash seeds
from Grafton Wood as
part of a national project
to collect and store
seeds from trees and
shrubs for research but
also as a vital back-up in
case species are lost.
Grafton Wood has
good numbers of ash
Tawny Pinion: One of the three
trees and it is hoped that
moth species which are found on
analysis of the seeds will
ash trees (Patrick Clement)
help scientists better
understand the potential
impact of diseases such Under threat?: Ash trees are key in
He said seeds are being collected
as ash dieback.
supporting the Brown Hairstreak butterfly,
from about 15 trees and only
The Millennium Seed and three moths, Tawny Pinion, The
taking a maximum of 20 per cent
Bank already holds seeds Coronet and Ash Pug (Simon Primrose)
from each one.
of more than 30,000
Simon Kallow, national tree
species from across the globe.
seed project officer at the Forestry Commission,
John Tilt, reserve manager and West Midlands
said: “Establishing the UK’s first comprehensive
branch chairman for Butterfly Conservation, said
tree seed bank is absolutely crucial. The seeds will
the boundaries of Grafton Wood have remained
be available for researchers who may find certain
unchanged since at least 1700, making it one of the
geographical locations or trees contain genes
most important woodlands in the east of the county.
promoting disease resistance.”
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Record year
at Grafton

G

reat news from Grafton Wood: 2013 was a
record year for the number of butterflies
recorded and for the number of visitors.
Wood manager John Tilt, said: “It’s gratifying that
most people showed a great appreciation for the
management work being carried out in the wood by
volunteers. Lots of people said that they would love to
help – now let’s hope they keep their word and turn up
for the work parties!
“In November we finished the first of the two
coppice plots. This is the earliest we have finished this
work – so another record. BUT only three of us came
to the Sunday work party even though the weather was
perfect. This is the lowest number of people on a
Sunday Work Party ever, the highest being 43.”
On 20th November, a new volunteer joined the
work party – Tony Murphy. Tony walks around
Grafton regularly in the summer and he reported
seeing 12 Pearl-Bordered Fritillaries on two
occasions – on 25th May and 3rd June. These added to
the two that John picked up on the Transect.
John said: “This is very encouraging, showing that
the re-introduction of Pearl-bordered Fritillaries in
2011 was more successful that we first thought.”
And just when John thought the butterfly season

Foothold: The Pearl-bordered Fritillary
re-introduction showed positive results in 2013
(Roger Wasley)

was all over, he had quite a surprise while take
photographs at nearby Kite’s Wood.
He said on his Grafton Wood Blog on 15th
October: “I was in the wood today photographing
fungi. The sun came out and right in the top of a
tree was a Brown Hairstreak. I fired a shot with a
150mm macro lens and this could be the worst BH pic
I have ever taken, but if you look close there is no
doubt. I also found Brimstone, Speckled Wood and
Small Copper.”
Keep up to date with news by following John Tilt’s
Grafton Wood Blog and Gillian Thompson’s
National Brown Hairstreak Blog. Just follow the links
from the West Midlands branch homepage at
http://www.westmidlands-butterflies.org.uk
Building
bridges:
Volunteers
work with
Worcestershire
County
Council to
improve
access to
Grafton Wood
(Martyn
Ganderton)
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Brown Hairstreak (John Tilt)
Cheers: Farm shop manager Shauna McKnight
with Thursday Streaker Jenny Tonry, who found the
first Brown Hairstreak egg nearby (Roger Wasley)

Raise your
glass to
the Brown Hairstreak
T

here is a second outlet for a specially-brewed
fundraising beer thanks to the West Midlands
branch’s Thursday Streakers.
During the winter months a group of branch
volunteers spend their free Thursdays searching
blackthorn hedgerows in East Worcestershire in
search of Brown Hairstreak eggs. Finding the eggs
is often the most reliable way to tell if this rare
butterfly is present and breeding.
Each winter the known distribution area of the
Brown Hairstreak has grown outwards due to the
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dedication of the Thursday Streakers, who often
brave atrocious and cold weather to complete their
day’s task.
Now the discovery of eggs on a Redditch farm
has been marked by the sale of the special beer in
The Stables Farm Shop at Astwood Bank.
Brown Hairstreak tawny ale has been produced
by real ale enthusiasts with a passion for wildlife
and every bottle sold raises money for Butterfly
Conservation.
The Brown Hairstreak is a nationally declining

species but doing well in north-east Worcestershire
particularly around Redditch where it has been
encouraged by better management of blackthorn
hedges on which it breeds.
Mike Williams, Brown Hairstreak Species
Champion for West Midlands branch, said: “It is
excellent news to find eggs for the first time which
provides further evidence of the butterfly’s advance
in the Redditch area.
“Last summer, we appealed in the press for the
public to look out for the butterfly and received
several reports. This is the first confirmation of local
breeding success. The butterfly’s eggs stay on
hedgerows all winter and, providing the hedges
remain uncut, some will survive to produce adult

butterflies the following year.
“With Brown Hairstreak ale now on sale in The
Stables Farm Shop we can all drink to the
continuing success of the butterfly in future years.”
Shauna McKnight, Farm Shop Manager at The
Stables, said: “We were delighted to learn of the
discovery of the Brown Hairstreak on our farm and it
is great to be able to celebrate this by stocking Brown
Hairstreak ale in our shop.
“We are committed to wildlife-friendly farming
methods and have left many rough field margins
where insects and wild flowers can flourish. The
arrival of such an important wildlife species as the
Brown Hairstreak shows us that we are on the right
lines and we look forward to working with Butterfly
Conservation to incorporate the conservation needs
of the butterfly into future farm management.”
Colin Bowler, of From the Notebook Ltd, which
produces the beer, added: “We are all about
celebrating the diversity of British wildlife through
the beers we produce and it is great that such an
important discovery can be celebrated in beer. We
produce four different butterfly beers as part of our
range and we hope that Brown Hairstreak ale which
is a tawny beer with malty undertones will prove
popular with beer drinkers.”
Brown Hairstreak ale is also on sale at Wayside
Farm Shop in Wickhamford, near Evesham.
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Now you see it, now you don’t: Before and after scrub clearance (Mike Williams)

Save the Malverns Grayling!

Slippery slope: Ranger Richard Vale takes great care as he clears scrub from one of the steep banks of
Tank Quarry and, below, before and after pictures showing the impact of clearance work (Mike Williams)

T

By Peter Seal

here are a number of things unique to the
Malvern Hills, among them being only one of
two places in the Midlands where Grayling
still occur – letters please if this is incorrect. We are
overshadowed – if the Hills can be overshadowed –
by the Stiperstones with a recorded count of 390
Grayling.
But with counts of only 30, the Malvern
Grayling’s status is under threat. Its contraction in
range echoes a national decline, fast becoming a
coastal and southern heathland butterfly – common
even on Scottish headlands but disappearing inland.
On the Malverns it is now confined to the northern
third of the Hills and has not been recorded on
southern stretches since 2007.
So what is being done to address this decline?
The response involves practical work, and
monitoring which takes place annually through the
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North Hill transect, a series of timed counts and
casual searches. The timed counts are carried out by
Simon Roberts, who wrote about the Grayling in
the Spring 2012 edition of The Comma. Simon
carries out his timed counts at peak times in selected
core areas which take in rocky outcrops.
Casual observations are done by a number of
volunteers – the focus in 2013 being on exploring
both the core areas and territory just outside the
Grayling’s 2012 range, with special attention to
those areas cleared by volunteers and contractors
through the previous two winters.
Practical work: for the last few years Malvern
Hills Conservators have been undertaking scrub
clearance by means of contractors, volunteer work
parties and grazing by sheep and Dexter and Belted
Galloway cattle. The priority is to improve
conditions in the area still occupied by the Grayling
and adjacent land to the south of Worcester Beacon.
It is clear from our observations that the core North
Hill population is in Simon’s words “stable to

increasing” but, more pleasing, that this butterfly
has colonized cleared areas with a higher number
of observations above Ivy Scar Rock.
In 2013 the Grayling emerged on July 15th and
was last seen on August 19th. Whilst the first
sighting was made a few days later than the
average in recent years, it was earlier than in 2012
and compares favourably with species which
affected by the cold spring emerged two, three and
even four weeks later. No doubt the hot spell in
July hastened its maturity, but may well have
expedited the completion of its life cycle as
numbers appeared to drop off by early August. A
maximum count of 31 was recorded on July 24th,
a good two weeks earlier than the 2012 peak of 28.
This may reflect when observers went out, but is
consistent with several observers finding only
single figure counts by the end of July.
It is perhaps difficult to assess how far the total
population has increased – reliable figures from
the timed counts simply confirm the population is
stable in those key areas. However, there are

How will the Grayling fair on the Malvern Hills
this season? (Mel Mason)

indications that more sightings were made in areas
adjacent to the timed count route. The good news
is that a small but significant expansion has
definitely occurred. In 2012 three Grayling were
seen for the first time since 2006 on the most
northerly of the Malverns, End Hill, with one
being seen to lay eggs. Two further sightings were
made this summer in exactly the same spot. Also
this year Grayling were found recolonizing the
other end of its range, spreading to Firs Valley, a
site recently cleared.
What is really significant is the high
correlation between new sightings and scrub
clearance work over the past few years, End Hill
providing a good example. The Conservators have
been working to a Scrub Management Plan funded
within an HLS agreement with Natural England
and are engaged in a forward looking five year
plan. The need to redress the effects of scrub
encroachment due to a post war reduction in
grazing is recognized.
Observations indicate that whilst this is known
to be a butterfly that enjoys the heat of rocky
outcrops and bare pathways, it tends not to fly in
the windy conditions often found in the summer of
2012. So 2013 has been much more suitable and
the Grayling has come through a series of poor
summers. With the recent expansion of range can
we have high hopes of breeding success in coming
years? Will 2014 offer a breakthrough to reward
the efforts of the Conservators and volunteers out
to protect this vulnerable species?
If you wish to see Graylings on the Malverns,
please consult the "Butterfly Walks in the West
Midlands" booklet, or make a trip late July to
rocky outcrops at GR SO773465.
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Egg-hunters set new record

T

wo Brown Hairstreak egg hunts proved very productive on 29th
December. In the morning, Brown Hairstreak Champion Mike Williams
led 10 volunteers at Grafton Wood where they conducted the annual
search along hedgerows along the western side of the nature reserve.
Mike said: "Between us, we managed to find 264 eggs over the course of the
morning and Simon Primrose, Hugh Glennie and myself found another 37 at
Trench Wood in the afternoon which must be the first time we have ever topped
300 eggs in a single day. Core count numbers were well up on the previous year
at Grafton (234 compared to 183 last winter) and is the third highest total over
the last eight years and the highest since 2010/11 so all in all a very good result.
Volunteers search hedgerows
"It was particularly pleasing to record so many eggs on the final stretch
and ditches for Brown
searched, finishing with Richard Hadfield's discovery of a cluster of six eggs
Hairstreak eggs at Grafton
at the base of the ditch, following on from Dave Butler's quad earlier in the day.
Wood (Mike Williams)
I don't think we have ever quite worked out what causes these multiple clusters
to be laid, but certainly they seem to be commoner than usual this year. Having said this, however, this is only
the second set of sextuplets ever recorded in Worcestershire to my knowledge so a rare occurrence."

Pearl-bordered Fritillary in Herefordshire
The Pearl-bordered
Fritillary was once a
widespread
species,
common in woodland. It
was said to be a “coppice
species” following the
coppice worker round the
wood.
Its larval food plant is
common Dog Violet and
its favourite nectar source
Bugle. It overwinters as a
small larva and requires
insulation in the leaf litter,
emerging in the early spring to feed vigorously on
violets before pupating and emerging into an
adult butterfly. The coppice cycle in woodland was
ideal for this species but, with near cessation of this
form of management, the butterfly’s population
reduced considerably.
In recent years, the decline has been alleviated by
using special management techniques where
populations still exist. In Herefordshire, on Forestry
Commission sites such as Haugh Wood, ride
edges have been managed, areas cleared to
stimulate violet growth and warm sunny places left
for the butterfly to thrive.
Pearl-bordered will also breed in open heaths
with bracken. Garry Pilkington, from Marsdon
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Reserve in Devon, has developed a technique of
managing bracken. Cutting in winter and raking the
cuttings into windrows leaving bare ground in
between for violets and bugle to thrive. Effectively
using the bracken as woodland canopy to control
vigorous grass growth.
West Midland Branch of Butterfly Conservation
have been using these techniques on several sites in
Herefordshire, such as Ewyas Harold Common and
Coppet Hill, and using timed counts to measure the
effect on population. The results are encouraging.
BC has also been using the same technique
on the Malvern Hills where the High Brown,
Pearl-bordered and Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillaries were once common. All these species
are now extinct in this area. We will follow this up
with a violet survey in the spring and if this is
successful over the next couple of years we can then
consider a reintroduction programme. We are still
monitoring the situation on Bringsty Common with a
view to doing the same thing.
We are quite confident that this technique can work
on bracken heathland so if anyone finds fritillaries
in Herefordshire please
let us know.
We require Species,
Date, Number, and Grid
Reference sent to john.tilt
2@btopenworld.com.

Rescue at hand for the Grayling

T

he Stiperstones and Corndon Hill area of
south Shropshire is regionally important for
its butterflies. Two key habitats are the
industrial sites associated with past mining
activities, which support the highest remaining
populations of Grayling in the region, and the wet
flushes and bracken hillsides, which support
colonies of Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary and
possibly Dark Green Fritillary. Other key species
which occur in this area include Dingy Skipper,
Small Heath (a declining species regionally and
nationally), Green Hairstreak, Wall Brown and
the Forester moth.
Shropshire Hills AONB has recently obtained
lottery funding for a new Landscape Partnership
Scheme with the aim of conserving and restoring
important wildlife and ex-mining sites in the area
and involving local people in their heritage.
Additional funding has been obtained through
WREN to deliver habitat restoration work at six
ex-mining and quarrying sites. The six sites are
Earl’s Hill, Nills Hill Quarry, Poles Coppice.
Snailbeach Mine. Roman Gravels and The Bog. The
Grayling butterfly has been recently recorded on
four of these sites and should benefit particularly
from the planned work.
The project, which is called Rescuing Rocks &
Overgrown Relics, is now underway with the first
management work planned for this winter. Other
species to benefit from the project include Dormice
and Lesser Horseshoe Bats.
As part of the new Landscape Partnership

The bog supports one of the
largest populations of Grayling in
the UK (Mel Mason)
Wall Brown
may be
encountered
in the
Stiperstones
area
(Duncan Dine)

Scheme, West Midlands Butterfly Conservation will
be working with other partners to improve habitats
for key species, raise awareness of the importance
of butterflies and moths and involve the local
community in vital survey and monitoring work as
well as practical conservation management.
A butterfly ID workshop was held over the
summer in a local village hall and, as a result, a
butterfly transect has already been started at The Bog
which supports one of the largest inland Grayling
populations in the UK. Counts of 300 Grayling in an
hour’s walk are by no means uncommon at peak
season! Further survey work is planned for 2014 and
a couple of guided walks are already programmed
to introduce local people to some of the special
butterflies and moths that occur (see Dates for your
Diary). We hope eventually to establish a permanent
butterfly trail along the lines of the ones already in
existence at Wyre Forest and the Forest of
Feckenham.
Local volunteers are an essential part of this
project and are already involved in survey and
monitoring work. If you would like further
information on this project please contact Mike
Williams on 07802 274552 or by e-mail
(mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk).
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Comma surprise
for moth-ers
Birmingham moth-ers Alan
Prior and Val Weston
had a pleasant surprise
when they checked their
garden moth trap at 4.30am
on 22nd October - a
Comma butterfly sheltering
from a heavy rain storm!

Coney Meadow update

Three more species have been added to the tally of moths
trapped at Coney Meadow, alongside the Droitwich Canal
last August (see The Comma, No 86, pages 12-14). The list
has now gone through the 100 barrier to 102 species for
the night!
Danny Arnold, who took part in the survey, has just
confirmed that the additional species included Scrobipalpa
acuminatella for which there are only about 40 records for
Worcestershire, and Dichrorampha simplicana an even
better record as there are only eight county records for this
species. This is only the second record since the year 2000.

Nick pens new Rush
Pasture factsheet

R

ush Pasture is an important but declining
habitat within the region, mainly occurring on
the Shropshire Hills.
It is home to many of our remaining colonies of
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary but also can
support important bird species like Curlew and
Lapwing as well as unusual plants. Management,
particularly appropriate levels of grazing, of these
habitats is key and, without this, crucial butterfly
larval plants like Marsh Violet, on which the Small
Pearl-bordered depends, soon disappear.
West Midlands Butterfly Conservation has
now produced a special factsheet on "Managing
Rush Partures with wildlife interest" which can
be downloaded from the branch website
www.westmidlands-butterflies.org.uk The factsheet
was written by branch member Nick Williams who
has been working on rush pastures for several years
as part of the Midlands Fritillary Project.
The factsheet explains the importance of rush
pasture habitat, the need to undertake a thorough
survey before management commences and provides
some simple guidelines for management and/or
habitat restoration. The factsheet has been welcomed
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by staff from Shropshire Wildlife Trust and Natural
England who have requested copies for the use of
their Land Advisors. It is hoped that the factsheet
will lead to improved management of these
important habitats to the benefit of the often rare
wildlife they support.
West Midlands Butterfly Conservation is grateful
to Nick for his work on the text and to Dave
Green and Wessex Environmental Associates for
undertaking the design of the fact sheet.

Moth Recording at Chaddesley Wood 2013

W

By Alan Prior

ell, what can you say about 2013? Maybe
it’s best summed up as a year of two
halves. The first six months followed the
trend set by the last nine months of 2012 –
frustratingly poor. It all changed on the 4th July
when the jet stream finally shifted and we resided
just south of it for the first time in 15 months. We
then learnt that the moths had been there all the time,
it was just they weren’t prepared to fly until
conditions were right.
We did manage to get a visit
done in January for the second
consecutive year. Just over 50
moths were recorded with the
vast majority being Spring
Usher. It was to be another two
months before the next visit was
possible and it was only
marginally more successful than
in January with 65 moths
recorded. A much postponed
visit in mid-April did at least
provide a reasonable number of
moths. However, after last year’s
“deluge of Small Quaker” their
numbers were down around
75%, which certainly made
them easier to count! It was
finally possible to make a
‘scheduled’ visit in May. It was
a reasonable night although I
think all the recorders were getting decidedly sick of
the continued very low temperatures every time they
went mothing.
The June visit was particularly poor for the time
of year with Brown Silver-line (92) and Pale
Tussock (15) being the only species to be recorded
in double figures. As it was so poor, I decided to try
again later in the month when there was a decent
range of species found, although still in low
numbers. It did provide our first new species of the
year for the wood when Ephestia parasitella was
recorded. To put things in a little perspective, by the
end of June a total of 33 traps had been used to
record 1,478 moths over six visits. Compare that
against one visit in March 2012 with three traps
producing 1,683 moths and you can see how

appalling the first half of 2013 was!
With summer having arrived, our July visit was
spent in Black Meadow where the excellent decision
was made by all present to run only one trap each.
The five traps were busy as soon as they were
switched on. More moths were recorded that night
than in the previous six months. 155 species were
found with half a dozen being newly recorded at
Chaddesley. Amongst them were Cochylis dubitana,
Ancylis diminutana, Epinotia signatana and, after
many years of trying, Tawny Marbled Minor has
finally been confirmed via dissection. The good
weather was still with us
in August and almost 2,000
moths from 167 species were
recorded including another eight
new for the site. Amongst them
were Elachista apicipunctella,
Recurvaria leucatella, Lesser
Wax Moth, Dark Umber and
Narrow-winged Pug. Rosy
Footman was also recorded for
the first time in eighteen years.
The weather had gone downhill
Above: Rosy by the time of the September visit
Footman
and it was a very slow night with
(Patrick
only 89 moths recorded. October
Clement)
proved a little more productive
although patience was required to
record the 33 species. Epinotia
Left:
sordidana being recorded again
December
was probably the highlight. The
Moth (Alan
last visit of the year was twice
Prior)
postponed and finally made in
mid-November where a pleasing total of 20 species
were recorded. Reasonable numbers of December
Moth, Red-green Carpet and Northern Winter
Moth were found in the eight traps to end the year
on a fairly positive note.
Overall, 5,352 moths were recorded from 393
species with 16 being newly found at Chaddesley.
That brings the site list up to 824 species.
The vast improvement on 2012 was mainly
thanks to the visits in July and August being made in
very good summer weather!
As always, grateful thanks are due to all the people
who helped with the recording during the year. 2014
will be the tenth year of consistent recording at
Chaddesley Wood and all help would be much
appreciated.
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Branch member shares Marsh Award

A

By Roger Wasley

West Midlands Branch member has earned a
share of this year’s Marsh Award for
Promotion of Lepidoptera Conservation.
The Warwickshire Branch of Butterfly
Conservation nominated Warwickshire County
Council for this award and, in particular, the
Ecology Unit and Country Parks Department.
David Lowe, the Principal Ecologist, has been
proactive in projects that have benefitted Butterfly
Conservation. He is a key partner in the Local
Biodiversity Process and he and his team, which
includes West Midlands member Ben Coleman,
were key factors in BC’s Princethorpe Woodlands
Project in conjunction with BIFFA, and the Small
Blue Project with SITA.
The target species in the Princethorpe Woodland
was the Silver-washed Fritillary and at the start of
the project this butterfly only had six colony sites in
Warwickshire. The lessons learned from the core
woodlands have been rolled out to all areas of
Warwickshire and the Silver-washed Fritillary has
now been recorded in 31 woodlands and breeding has
been confirmed in 26 of these.
Announcing the award at BC’s AGM and
Members’ Day at the Marriott Hotel in Swindon on
16th November, BC Chair David Dennis said:
“David Lowe’s team have been particularly proactive
in supporting funding bids, signposting woodland
owners to funding sources, and facilitating site
management meetings with land owners.
“The SITA Small Blue project has been
particularly successful. At the start of the project
there were only three colonies in the region and all
were under threat. There are now nine secure
breeding sites in Warwickshire.
“David and his team, including Ryton Pools
Country Park Rangers Ben Coleman and Craig
Earl, have been heavily involved in getting the
County Council’s country parks into Higher Level
Stewardship. All of these country parks are situated
in key Warwickshire Butterfly Landscapes.
“We think that Warwickshire County Council are
doing a tremendous job, and are extremely worthy
winners of this award.”
The award was presented to David Lowe and Ben
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Small Blue (Andrew Daw)
David Dennis: “David
Lowe and his team,
including Ryton Pools
Country Park Rangers
Ben Coleman and Craig
Earl, have been heavily
involved in getting the
County Council’s country
parks into Higher Level
Stewardship.”

Worthy winners: David Lowe (left) with the
Marsh Award and Ben Coleman with a signed
print of the Silver-washed Fritillary by artist Richard
Lewington. On right is Nick Carter, of the Marsh
Christian Trust. (Roger Wasley)

Coleman by Nick Carter, of the Marsh Christian Trust.
Ben said: “It was a real surprise to learn that we
had been nominated for the award, and even more of
a shock when we realised we had actually won it!
“On a personal level (being a self-confessed
Lepidoptera 'nut' for many years!), it is quite
humbling to receive an award for essentially doing
part of my day job in conserving what wonderful
butterflies we have on our land. More importantly, I
think it highlights the fact that local authorities and
BC can be collaboratively pro-active on the ground,

producing some very positive results for butterfly
populations. We look forward to continuing to work
closely with BC to further improve habitats for a
number of other important species.
“If we all do our bit, here and there it begins to
make a difference in the grand scheme of things!"

The Marsh Christian Trust was founded in
1981, as a grant-making body, by Brian
Marsh OBE. Over the past 30 years, the
Trust has developed an Award Scheme to
provide recognition to, and reward, those
who modestly work to improve people’s
lives and the world in which we live.
Recipients of Marsh Awards are always
people who make a difference by selflessly
contributing their time and energy to what
they believe in. The Marsh Lepidoptera
Awards are just some of the 65 awards
the Trust runs in partnership with other
charitable organisations.

Silver-washed Fritillary (Andrew Daw)
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Midlands Moth Madness

I

One day in March I had a very excited call from Bob.
He had managed to secure a downright remarkable
location that had never been trapped before in the
t all started in 2011. I was quite happily going
Cotswolds, Gloucestershire. As it transpired, the land
about my job at Ryton Pools Country Park in
belonged to the WH Smith (of High Street fame)
Warwickshire where I work as a Ranger, enjoying
estate and a site meeting was arranged with the
the weekly butterfly transects and helping to
Hon. Phillip Smith to discuss the possibilities of
practically manage the site for our butterflies over the
where we could trap. Mr. Smith was exceptionally
course of the winter. Then Bob Cox came along…
amenable to the idea of moth trapping, he has a very
I won’t reveal his age, but Bob has been moth
good grounding in all thing wildlife and was very keen
trapping countrywide for some 33 years and we had
to have a copy of all of our records. The site itself was
asked him on-board to help out with our public
truly astonishing. A classic fairy-tale
moth nights arranged for that year at
Ash-dominated damp woodland,
the park. His enthusiasm for moth
wending its way down the side of a
recording and the excitement of
pretty sandstone Cotswold valley
seeing what we had caught resounded
criss-crossed by streams and rivulets.
with me: that was it, I was hooked!
The woodland floor was covered in
In the space of a year, I went from
Common and Marsh Horsetails and
having pretty much no idea about
Bluebell foliage in addition to a
macro-moths (I still have no idea
plethora of plants that thrive under
regarding micros, although we are
very damp conditions. The understory
working on it!) to recording 335
of Hazel was coppiced on rotation
species from various locations around
and managed superbly. Without any
the UK. I went from a trapless being
further ado we arranged a date of
to the proud, shed-bursting owner
Monday 15th April in the hope of
of seven traps, miles of cables,
seeing good numbers of the spring
generators and a seriously damaged
Orthosia species. We hoped, also, to
bank balance! My boss at Ryton
White-marked
turn up a species that would be new to
Pools, Senior Ranger Craig Earl,
me in the form of the White-marked.
soon became more than a little interested in the
On the night in question the weather was
subject too and along with Bob’s ‘Dad’ – actually his
atrocious! The wind was a steady 23mph at the top of
brother – Nick, the four of us formed the ‘BBC N
the hill on arrival but, as we descended some 300 feet
Deavour’ moth group (an amalgamation of the first
down the valley into the wood, a calmness descended
letter of our names and our mission in the ‘mothing’
as the wind howled over our heads – a very strange
sphere!). The challenge we set ourselves was simply
phenomenon! With the woodland ringing with usual
to see as many species as we could and, in the
laughter at mishaps – sometimes moth trapping with
meantime, hopefully record moths in areas that
these folks is akin to living in a comedy show! – we
had never been recorded in before! I live in
set eight traps running off two generators and retired
Birmingham, Craig and Bob in Warwickshire and
to the local hostelry for a bite to eat. On returning to
Nick in Leicestershire, so we decided to focus on
the wood, the darkness pockmarked with the sprayed
the Midlands with the majority of our trapping and
out array of trap lights in the pretty valley was a real
had several trips further afield during the course of
sight to behold! The first White-marked was
the year.
discovered at about 12.15am in a 60W actinic
During the winter we spend a lot of time
Skinner trap and a lot of jumping about and shouting
researching species we would like to see and areas
was indulged in by (mainly) me at seeing a new
which have not been trapped before, plenty of hours
species! The great news was that this area had never
are spent on the phone or computer to various
been trapped before so all the species records were
landowners seeking permission to trap on their land.

Report and photos by Ben Coleman
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Light travellers: The BBC N Deavour group, from left, Ben Coleman, Bob Cox, Nick Cox, Craig Earl

Wych-elm feeders which inhabit the woods along the
new! Overall 19 species were trapped including some
picturesque Wye Valley at Symonds Yat, so we
69 Small Quaker, Oak Beauty, Small Engrailed,
returned to a guesthouse we had used on a previous
Brindled Beauty and, by dawn, 10 White-marked
visit during the autumn of 2012. Unfortunately, two
(despite a generator failing losing us five traps). This
of our three generators were out of action, so Nick
site seems exceptional for the White-marked and we
had pulled off a masterstroke and hired another for
will undoubtedly be back next year to see how the
use on the trip! It certainly saved us a lot of leg work
population is faring! Another trip was made to the
in searching out ‘plug-ins’ from unsuspecting locals
wood in late May, but bad weather conditions and
along the valley! The guesthouse owners, Gill and
further generator trouble meant that very few moths
were seen, although the highlight was a Nut-tree
John, were their usual warm, friendly selves and, as
Tussock which, pleasingly, I had predicted we
last Autumn, very kindly allowed us access to the
property’s flat roof right up in the woodland canopy
would see that night!
to run my 400W Mercury Vapour Skinner trap! It really
Moving across into Herefordshire, the Forest
is a superb location to
of Dean is another
run a trap and turned
wonderful part of the
up some real surprises
world on many of our
including a lovely
doorsteps. Subsequent
to a very pleasant trip
Barred Hook-tip!
there last Autumn it
As we approached
was decided to make a
Bob’s first trap in
return trip, this time in
the now light-bedecked
June. Our moth targets
upper echelons of the
were many of the Cotswold crackers: Oak Beauty and Nut-tree Tussock river valley woodlands
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Top wildlife
photographer
for Branch AGM

Don’t miss
out!

at about midnight, eye-shine in the head torch lights
up ahead stopped us in our tracks, not ten yards away
a doe Fallow Deer crossed the path in front of us, a
really astonishing moment! On arriving at the trap
there was instant success, there were three new
species to Craig and I on the outside alone, of which
one was a real surprise! Clouded Magpie and Little
Thorn joined a pair of pristine Blomer’s Rivulet on
the trap’s Perspex slide. The Blomer’s Rivulet (we
trapped 14) were a real surprise as it was a species we
had not expected to see at all. Even Bob was on the
verge of jumping up and down and the formerly
peaceful night-darkened woodland resounded to
exuberant shouts of congratulation! We hit 63 species
that night and among them some real notables in
good numbers. Square-spot, 8 Clouded Magpie,
3 Little Thorn, a pair of Clay Triple-lines and
Scorched Carpet and a solitary Lunar Thorn were
the highlights!
The final trip in our region this year was a public
moth night we had been commissioned to run at the
delightful Batsford Arboretum, Gloucestershire. All
of the attendees were very keen to learn about moths
and the usual format of PowerPoint presentation
followed by ‘dusking’ with nets and sugaring of trees
prior to checking the traps went down well with all
and sundry! We saw some astonishing moths: three
species of Hawk-moth including a huge female
Privet Hawk-moth were joined in the traps by
Alder Moth, Coronet, Orange Footman and Grass
Rivulet. There was also a very good write up of the
event post-hoc on the ‘News’ section of the Batsford
website and we can also now vouch for the fact that
the breakfasts available at the café are unmatchable!
It really is quite amazing what is out there flying
around our region at night, the variety of moths is
truly remarkable! If there is anyone who has not
made the leap from butterflies to attending at least
one moth night, never has there been a better
opportunity! Recording moths has never been so
important, why not give it a try? A word of warning
though, moth trapping becomes addictive.

Forest favourites: Clouded Magpie, Scorched Carpet and Clay Triple-lines from the Forest of Dean
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Leading wildlife photographer and West
Midlands photographic competition judge
Des Ong will give an illustrated talk at the
Branch AGM on Saturday 8th March.

D

es is a professional photographer based in Leicestershire and although
much of his work is of British species, his portfolio also includes work
from other parts of the world – from the humid rainforest in Borneo to
the arid desert of Arizona.
Wildlife photography is a combination of his two passions – art and nature.
The talk is his artistic expression of the natural world.
His presentation will open with a slideshow set to music and then focus on
some of the typical projects he has worked on during the past year, while the
second half will showcase his last trip to Borneo – so a little more exotic.
His talk called
Captivating Nature Wildlife of Britain &
Beyond should not be
missed!

Female Privet Hawkmoth, Alder Moth and Coronet

Meet at 11.00 am for coffee. The
AGM will start at 11.30 at Three
Parishes Hall, Grafton Flyford,
Worcestershire, WR7 4PG, followed
by a light lunch and the presentation
by Des Ong.

To see more of Des’ work, please visit:
www.desong.co.uk, or his recently
started Facebook page at:
www.facebook.com/desongphotography
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First impressions

E

Report and photos by Mel Mason

arly in 2013 I was fortunate to be asked by the
Malvern Butterfly Group to monitor the
distribution of butterflies on the North Hill
Transect. Combined with my love of hill walking and
a passion for all butterflies, this seemed the perfect
route. It starts near the Clock Tower in North
Malvern and immediately climbs several hundred
feet up a steep slope first through shaded woodland,
where Speckled Wood can be seen throughout much
of the season, then open hillside, where Small Heath
can usually be found basking in any sun close to the
bare path, until it reaches Lady De Walden’s path
where it circumnavigates south around North Hill
towards Grayling Rock.
During most of July and August I include a
diversion from the main route to encompass this
imposing crag about 100 feet above the path to
search for Grayling, now a rare butterfly in inland
areas and a master of disguise – first you see it, then
you don’t! On the crest of De Walden (or Grayling)
Ridge at 1,000ft you are perched on a naked rocky
outcrop on a steep slope, surrounded by an area of
short grass and then bracken. Below you can see
Great Malvern and the Severn Valley and in the
distance Bredon Hill and the Cotswolds. A Small
Heath dares to fly across the slope where a Grayling
lurks unseen – it suddenly darts out from its resting
place to chase away the intruder and just as quickly
returns to the same spot where it vanishes again,
wings closed that resemble the mottled granite

A male Grayling ready to chase away intruders
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an explosion of Peacock on buddleia later in the year.
The final section lies in Tank Quarry which is
north-east facing and surrounded by hills yet,
somehow, it stays in sunshine for most of the day and
is the favoured haunt of Large, Small and Essex
Skippers, Small Copper, and even Common Blue.
It would be easy to spend most of the afternoon in
this perfect location for almost all species seen
around North Hill while the central grassy area
attracts a splendid display of Ringlet later in July.
The flora provides plenty of nectar at the height of
the season while later buddleia proliferates around
the edges to attract Brimstone, Peacock, Small,
Green-veined and Large Whites.
I managed to monitor this transect each week with
Liz, my wife, whose observational skills are superior

to mine. She spotted the first Green Hairstreak, the
first Holly Blue and the first Marbled White while I
was still wiping the sweat from my brow after
climbing the many steep paths on this route.
It is fascinating to monitor the rhythm of the
different species as their numbers rise and fall and
sometimes reappear later in a second generation.
Anecdotal observation is misleading but the
collection of data shows the overlap of different
species in different habitats and it is good to know
that the recorded evidence allows more careful
planning of habitat improvement and conservation of
declining species.
During the past two years I have visited many
beautiful locations in the UK and been lucky to find
55 of the 59 native British species of butterfly, but it
is also very rewarding to become familiar with the
variety and distribution of the butterflies around
North Hill.
Tank Quarry is a favoured haunt of Small Copper

surface – the perfect camouflage. However, just
before it settles you see the upper anterior wings and
glimpse the white iris in a black eye surrounded by
patches of orange but not for long with this attractive
butterfly and its hidden beauty. Although serene and
dignified when sitting on the crag, it seems always
prepared to fight any intruder that comes close to its
territory. Later in the season, after males have
mugged all trespassers and found a mate, the female
can be seen away from the bare rock looking for
nectar or a place among the cropped finer grasses to
lay her eggs.
Descending on a steep zig-zag path, where
Gatekeeper, Holly Blue, Small Heath, Small
Copper and Small White are often seen, the route
reaches the base of Ivy Scar rock which is linked to
Grayling Rock higher up the hill by Grayling Ridge
where even more Grayling can be found. The transect
turns north on the lower slopes of North Hill, where
Green Hairstreak will sometimes display their
iridescent green hindwings while perched on the blue
flowers of alkanet, while Speckled Wood start to
appear everywhere later in the season spiralling in
pairs high into the surrounding trees then descending
to perch on a strategic leaf in what seems a slightly
pointless exercise to the casual observer. The route
continues towards a small isolated quarry above Link
Top and Clock Tower car park where Orange Tip
and Large Whites are seen early in the season before
Looking down on Malvern from Grayling Ridge

The first Holly Blue of the season

Snap up one of the last copies of our guide

There are just a few copies left of our hugely successful 40-page guide to 30 of the
best butterfly walks in the West Midlands Branch area. Every copy sold helps make
a difference to the habitats for butterflies and moths in the region – so hurry up if
you haven’t ordered your copy yet! Each walk details the species which may be
encountered, the best time to visit and a site map. Please send a cheque for
£5.95, made payable to ‘Butterfly Conservation West Midlands Branch’ to: Mike
Williams, 2 Dewberry Close, Stourport, Worcestershire, DY13 8TB.
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Which is more important:
sunshine or temperature?

A

day. Which temperature is correct? In the end I opt
for the reading well away from any surface but with
the probe subjected to the sunlight (22ºC in the above
t the beginning of the butterfly season in
example) which I assume is roughly similar to the
2013 I bought a cheap digital thermometer to
temperature a butterfly will experience while on the
measure the temperature each week at
wing. However, I am not convinced by this reasoning
different points along each section around the
but feel it is the best compromise.
transect on North Malvern Hill. I know that a transect
Incidentally, it is easy to see why, on a sunny day,
must be completed between 10:45 and 15:45 when
butterflies will rest on a tiled roof or block paving in
the ambient temperature is at least 13ºC in 60%
the garden or on a bare stony path on a transect
sunlight or above 17ºC in other conditions. During
simply by measuring the higher relative temperatures
my first transect year I soon learnt that sunlight
at these surfaces compared to the ambient air
seems to be more important than temperature. For
temperature.
instance, it seems more butterflies will fly in search
So, I come to the question (in the hope of hearing
of nectar or a mate when the temperature is, say, 19ºC
a more scientific explanation) is it perhaps more
in full sunshine rather than, say, at 22ºC in cloud on
important to record the levels of sunlight while
wind free days (or zero on the Beaufort Scale).
accepting the accurate
The process of recording
reading of the ambient
temperature is fraught
temperature
from
the
with difficulties – do you
weather forecast (or a local
record only the ambient
Stevenson’s Screen)? This
temperature? In which case
seems to be reflected in the
you should simply take
monitoring process, which
the local weather station
asks for an overall
(or Stevenson Screen)
temperature across all
recording for the day – or do
sections of a transect
you record the highly
(presumably the ambient
variable digital reading
temperature) but a separate
along a section or route?
measure of sunlight for each
Measuring the temperature Large Skipper (Mel Mason)
section rather than an
at hip height will be often
overall measurement. Yet, I determine this more
too low in the shade along a section or too high if
important measurement using my eye, which is
exposed to solar radiation. Although harmful ionising
extremely unreliable. How can we know the
radiation and most UV has been absorbed in the
difference between 10% sunlight and 20% sunlight,
upper atmospheric layers, the remaining solar
or even 10% sunlight and 40% sunlight? Perhaps it is
radiation is absorbed by any exposed surface and
much more important to carry a light meter than a
transferred as heat. The air particles are mostly
digital thermometer!
unable to absorb this energy directly and so the air is
Measuring wind speed and direction is another
heated when it makes contact with the ground by
difficulty but, fortunately, I only tend to complete a
conduction and convection. However, the surface of
transect when the wind is no more than Level 1
a digital thermometer will heat up just as the surface
(smoke slightly veers on the Beaufort Scale).
of the earth does to produce a much higher reading.
I guess these questions have been raised and
For example, I have placed a digital thermometer in
answered many times before; if so, please excuse my
shade to read, say, 18ºC, then in sun to read 22ºC,
naivety in raising this issue again. However, I would
then on the surface of black clothing or at ground
welcome any further thoughts or information.
level to read 30ºC all in the same place on a sunny
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An unusual year of moth
recording
By Alan Prior

I

Gold Spot (Roger Wasley)

t’s been an unusual year of moth recording in my
garden in Birmingham. The weather was
generally dreadful for the first six months of
2013 – as was the mothing.
There were a couple of highlights with two new
species for the garden being found. On 3rd June
Mullein Wave was recorded and towards the end of
the month Coleophora deauratella made its first
appearance with a second individual showing up at
the beginning of September.
Everything changed on the 4th July with summer
finally appearing after what seemed like years of
waiting. New species arrived at frequent intervals
for the following three months. First was Epinotia
signatana, which was quickly followed by
Epiblema sticticana, Bordered White, Pinionstreaked Snout and Argyresthia conjugella.
On 13th July two widely contrasting species were
recorded for the first time. The rather small and drab
Cydia coniferana can be easily overlooked, while
Great Brocade is at the other end of the scale. The
Great Brocade was actually found on our back gate
while emptying the egg boxes at the end of the night.
At first glance in the early dawn light I thought it
might be just another Sycamore like the ones I was
trying to remove from the trap. On further inspection
the large size of the moth even counted Sycamore out,
which really only left Great Brocade as an option. So
suffering through seemingly endless North and
Easterly winds finally produced something interesting.

Above left: Mullein Wave (Alan Prior)
Above right: Bordered White (Alan Prior)

The next new species was an absolutely stunning
micro called Chrysoclista linneella. Fiery orange
and brown with shimmering silver spots, just
gorgeous. July had provided a wide range of
surprises and the last two for me were Chinese
Character and Coleophora sternipennella. A
couple of weeks of normality came to an end when
another run of new species began with Stigmella
sorbi on 11th August. I was pleased with this find
especially after its epic journey from the whitebeam
to the trap of about six feet!
August 16th provided another double with
Nemapogon clematella and Dark Marbled Carpet
being recorded. The next new species was found in
a bramble leaf and confirmed from the mine as
Stigmella splendidissimella by Martin Kennard.
The end of August provided another rash of
previously unrecorded species with four new ones
within five nights. Lathronympha strigana,
Dichrorampha acuminatana and Gold Spot were
followed by a most surprising Mullein Wave, which
turned out to be only the fourth recorded in
Worcestershire.
A month passed until, on consecutive nights at
the end of September, the last two new species of the
year were recorded. I suspect the Apple Leaf
Skeletonizer had travelled to the trap from a large
apple tree a few gardens away, whereas the Vestal
had probably come a bit further! From a decidedly
unpromising start, 2013 proved that all it takes is a
bit of sustained decent weather to provide some
exciting garden mothing.
The most unusual thing I had in the trap during
the year was a Brown Hawker Dragonfly –
thankfully it wasn’t a problem as it was big enough
to look after itself!
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Getting to grips with
transect recording
W

By Joena Scott

hen I first saw the
article by Nick
Underhill-Day in
The Comma (No. 84 Winter
2013/2013) seeking volunteers
to help with the Wider
Countryside Butterfly Survey,
I thought I would be up to
the task. I have been a keen
Enthusiastic:
enthusiast over the years
Joena Scott
and recently spent some
time joining in with the
Whitchurch branch of the Shropshire Wildlife Trust
to do monthly butterfly surveys at Greenfields Nature
Reserve and took part in Butterfly Conservation’s
National Garden Survey in 2012.
However, as the weather warmed and the
butterflies emerged in my garden last year, I realised
that it was one thing to see a butterfly and follow it
flitting around the garden for as long as it took to
confirm an ID and quite another to be walking at a
steady pace, along a defined route, noting multiples
of butterflies in passing – only those that are within
the survey zone – whilst keeping an eye on the
sunshine levels!
So I brushed up on my ID skills and really learnt
to distinguish each of the whites from their flight
and key ID features and reminded myself of the
differences between Meadow Brown and Gatekeeper
when seen from some distance. I felt a bit
apprehensive and was in for a bit of a shock when I
went to do a recce of the first transect!
A beautifully warm and bright day with a light
breeze; it was perfect butterfly weather – and the
transect route habitat was perfect for butterflies too –
I felt overwhelmed by their sheer numbers! Counting
butterfly numbers was not required in the Garden
Survey and I’d not had the joy of seeing dozens of
butterflies at once at Greenfields. I certainly had
mixed feelings about doing the survey; delight in the
success of the ‘wide, wild, weedy field margins’ of
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Top: Essex
Skipper
Above: Small
Whites searching
for minerals
Left: An odd
mating pair
(All photos:
Joena Scott)

Transect one looking back along section two

the Countryside Stewardship Scheme being used on
this farmland, coupled with failing confidence in
my butterfly skills, and a real annoyance of being
pursued by horseflies in the heat!
I am so glad I went to check it out, though,
because it meant that on my survey day I could be
dressed accordingly (trousers long enough to prevent
spiky grass seeds getting into my boots and stabbing
my ankles, a raincoat with tight cuffs to keep out the
horseflies, and a hat to keep off the sun!), I could
have a plan for how to record species without even

looking at the page (A4 page divided into 2x4 grid
so I could do tally marks for those species I was
expecting), and I could adjust my pre-planned route
according to the site.
Having originally volunteered for three transects
within a half-hour drive of me, I was happy to give
the third one up to another volunteer because it was
proving to be more involved at the preparation stage.
Much of the land in the survey square fell within an
estate, which, from Google Streetview looked as if it
was all walled in. The two squares that I surveyed
were easily accessible and required no permission,
although I did visit the farm out of courtesy (and had
a very warm welcome and lots of encouragement
from a fellow butterfly enthusiast!).

The second transect was in a popular woodland,
with its own visitor map; but this proved to be a bit
misleading as I had relied on it to plan my route
along with Google Maps and Ordnance Survey maps,
only to find that some paths no longer run where the
map says, and not all paths are on the map! However,
it was an interesting survey and the contrasting
habitat meant we (my children came along) saw
Speckled Wood and Brimstone here, while the
butterfly* specific to transect one on farmland was
the Essex Skipper (by the dozen!).
I used the recording sheet provided by Nick but
altered the list to be in alphabetical order as this was
easier and quicker for me to use out on foot. I also
added more colours so I could keep track of which
section I was on (the transect is divided into ten
100m sections). The guidelines for setting up the
transect route, health and safety considerations and
taking measurements were thorough. But I was glad
Nick assured me that it was getting out there and
counting that mattered most!
Taking temperature readings was straightforward
with a Met Office Thermometer Card (from OPAL
surveys); even if I did get some quizzical looks from
passers by! I used a small compass for wind
direction, the Beaufort scale for judging wind speed
and a pedometer/timekeeper to keep a steady pace. I
did take a camera to help with zooming in on a
couple of butterflies to confirm my ID and I took
some before and after pictures of transect one.
It has been a total joy to survey and to see the
evidence of the success of the Countryside
Stewardship Scheme on transect one. It was clear on
the second survey, with only a few dozen butterflies
in spite of ideal conditions, with the crops and
margins harvested and after taking into account the
natural decline of some species due to life cycle, that
hundreds of butterflies relied on those weedy edges.
I shared the survey results with the farmer and it
has been simple to submit them to the Wider
Countryside Butterfly Survey. I added up my tallies
as soon as I got home and have entered them online
once all surveys were complete. I have really enjoyed
doing the surveys and would recommend it to anyone
with the enthusiasm and a little bit of spare time. You
never know, you may also have a surprise transect
with a treasure trove of butterflies to enjoy!
*There was, however, a very remarkable ‘pair’ of
butterflies on transect one during the recce – see
picture: a Small Tortoiseshell mating with a
Meadow Brown! They were joined in flight and I
managed to grab the camera and get a picture when
they landed!
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Dates for your diary

West Midlands Branch AGM
Sat 8 March. Meet at 11.00 am for coffee. The AGM
will start at 11.30 at Three Parishes Hall next to
Grafton Flyford Church off A422 Worcester - Stratford
road (GR: SO961557). Contact: John Tilt on 01386
792458 or e-mail john.tilt2@btopenworld.com

To ensure that Branch members and newcomers to
the fascinating world of butterflies and moths know
what is happening in our region, event and work
party organisers should e-mail full details of
upcoming events to the editor of The Comma at
thecomma@btinternet.com and to web-master
David Green at greend@ormail.co.uk

The Bog Butterfly Walk
Sat 2 August, 1.00pm - 4.00pm, butterfly walk followed by tea and cake. A West Midlands Butterfly
Conservation event. Meet at The Bog car park (GR: SO357978). Afternoon tea (at cost) at the Visitor Centre.
For further details contact 07802 274552. Leaders: Ann Hadfield & Carol Wood.
Butterfly Conservation: 7th International Symposium
Southampton University, 4-6 April. The theme is: The ecology and conservation of butterflies and moths.
Further information at: www.butterfly-conservation.org/symposium

Catherton Marshes Butterfly Walk
Sun 20 July, 11.30am - 4.30pm, meet at Riddings Gate parking area on Catherton Common (GR:SO642783).
Bring packed lunch. Advance booking to 07807 198572. Morning Butterfly walk with the Clee Hill CWG
Butterfly Group to look for Dark Green Fritillary around the interesting marshy habitats of Catherton Common
and Cramer Gutter. Followed by afternoon tea at Lower Birches. Leaders: Andrew Heideman & Gareth Thomas.

Ewyas Harold Meadows Reserve / Ewyas Harold Common work parties
Sat 18 January, Sat 15 February, Sat/Sun 29/30 March working weekend. Meet at 10.00am at the northern Cwm
Hill end of Ewyas Harold Common adjacent to top cattle grid (GR: SO382302). Approach from Abbey Dore
off B4347 at GR: SO384306. Contact: Ian Hart on 01981 510259 or e-mail yellowrattle4@aol.com
Grafton Wood Nature Reserve work parties
Every Wednesday and on the second Sunday of the month until April. Meet at 10.00am at Grafton Flyford
Church car park just off the A422 Worcester to Stratford road (GR: SO963557). Contact: John Tilt on 01386
792458 or e-mail john.tilt2@btopenworld.com

Monkwood Nature Reserve work parties
On the first Sunday of the month. Meet at 10.00am in the reserve car park off the Sinton Green
to Monkwood Green road (GR: SO803603). Contact: George Groves on 01905 620721 or e-mail
george_groves@btopenworld.com

Monkwood Nature Reserve moth and bat night
Sat 28 June, meet at 8.30pm in the reserve car park off the Sinton Green to Monkwood Green road
(GR: SO803603). Contact: Tony Simpson on 01886 832637 or e-mail tonysimpson.1945@hotmail.co.uk

Mortimer Forest work party
Sun 19 January, conservation task with lunchtime barbecue courtesy of the Forestry Commission. Meet at
10.00am at High Vinnalls car park (GR: SO474732). Contact: Mike Williams on 07802 274552 or e-mail
mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk

Mortimer Forest Butterfly Picnic & Walk
Sun 27 July, 1.00 - 4.00pm, meet at High Vinnalls car park (GR: SO474733). Picnic from Victorian tea bar
(at cost) or bring your own. Picnic lunch in Mortimer Forest followed by guided walk to view the Silver-washed
Fritillary in its forest home. Leaders: Julia Walling & Mike Williams. Contact: 07802 274552.

Moth Training Event
Fri 9 May, 8.00pm - midnight, aimed at beginners and those interested in learning more about moths.
A Clee Hill Community Wildlife Group event at Lower Birches, near Cleeton St. Mary. Advance booking
required to 07802 274552. Under 18s need to be accompanied by parent. Leader: Tony Jacques.
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Penny Hill work party
Sun 16 February, conservation task. Meet at 10.00am at
entrance to landfill site, off Pudford Lane, Hillside, Martley,
Worcs (GR: SO752613). Look out for direction signs.
Sun 23 February, conservation task - same time, same place.
Contact: Mike Williams on 07802 274552 or e-mail
mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk

Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
Wed 12 February, clearing dead gorse and bramble; Wed 16
April, birch seedling removal; Wed 9 July, ragwort clearance; Meadow Browns are a familiar sight at
Wed 6 August, ragwort clearance; Wed 24 September, birch Shenstone in July (Jason Kernohan)
seedling removal and bell heather seed harvesting; Wed 22
October, birch seedling removal and bell heather seed harvesting; Wed 17 December, various tasks. Meet at
10.30am on the access track opposite the Steel Heath turning off the A49. Contact: Stephen Lewis, warden, on
07900 886809 or e-mail slewis@butterfly-conservation.org

Prees Heath Common Reserve moth night & moth breakfast
Fri 4 July, meet on the reserve at 9.00pm and Sat 5 July at 8.30am. Contact: Stephen Lewis, warden, on 07900
886809 or e-mail slewis@butterfly-conservation.org

Prees Heath Common Reserve butterfly walk
Sun 13 July, meet on the reserve at 2.00pm for a guided walk to see Silver-studded Blues on the wing and
learn about the history of the Common. Contact: Stephen Lewis, warden, on 07900 886809 or e-mail
slewis@butterfly-conservation.org

Stiperstones Butterfly Trail
Thurs 26 June, 11.00am - 3.00pm, meet at Stiperstones Inn in Stiperstones village (GR:SJ364005). Pub
lunch (at cost) or bring picnic. Leaders: Ann Hadfield & Carol Wood. Contact: 07802 274552.

Titterstone Clee Butterfly Walk
Sun 17 August, 1.00pm - 4.00pm, exploration of the old quarries at the top of Clee Hill in search of Wall
Brown and other species. Meet in car park at the top of Titterstone Clee (GR:SO593776). A Clee Hill CWG
Butterfly Group event. Contact: Mike Williams on 07802 274552 or e-mail mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk

Trench Wood Nature Reserve work parties
Every Thursday at 9.30am and on the fourth Sunday of the month at 10.00am. Meet in the reserve car park
(GR: SO930588). Contact: John Holder on 01905 794854 or e-mail johnholder@tiscali.co.uk

Wood White butterfly walk at Mortimer Forest
Sun 8 June, 11.00am - 3.00pm, meet at High Vinnalls car park in Mortimer Forest (GR: SO474733). Bring
picnic. Leader: Dave Green. Contact: 07802 274552.

Wood White butterfly walk at Wigmore Rolls
Sun 15 June, 11.00am - 3.00pm, meet at the entrance to the wood on the minor road running from Wigmore
village (GR: SO395687). Bring picnic. Leader: Dave Green. Contact: 07802 274552.

Wyre Forest work parties
Sun 2 February & Wed 19 February, meet at 10.00am at start of old railway line at bottom of Dry Mill Lane,
Bewdley (GR: SO773764); Wed 26 February, meet at 10.00am at Earnwood Copse car park on the
B4194 Bewdley to Kinlet road (GR: SO744784); Sun 30 March working jointly with Forestry Commission
volunteers and meeting at the old FC office at Callow Hill. Take next turning to the right after the public car
park if heading out of Bewdley (GR: SO748739) Contact: Mike Williams on 07802 274552 or e-mail
mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk
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Avoiding a chainsaw massacre

Committee Members and Officers
Chairman
John Tilt

john.tilt2@btopenworld.com

01386 792458

Treasurer
Ron Hatton

ronmhatton@aol.com

01242 673923

Vice Chairman and Conservation Officer
Mike Southall
Branch Secretary
Joy Stevens

W

Senior Regional Officer
Dr Jenny Joy
Branch Recorder
Nigel Stone

MapMate Administrator
Jim Cresswell

Clockwise: Peacock, Comma and Small Tortoiseshell
(All photos: Patrick Clement)

By Patrick Clement

hen we moved to our current address in
Halesowen in the West Midlands, nearly
twenty years ago, we inherited a conifer
in the front garden, close to the boundary with the
pavement and the next door neighbour. Over the
years it has grown larger and larger, spreading into
next door and partially blocking the pavement.
The time had come for it to go, but as it
sometimes accommodated nesting birds, I delayed
work until December so I would do no harm.
As I set to work with a chainsaw, removing some
outer branches, imagine my horror on discovering
the centre of the tree, a mass of congested branches,
was a hibernation site for butterflies!
I found a total of 17 Peacocks, 1 Comma and 1
Small Tortoiseshell which I transferred to a wood
store in the back garden where several Peacocks

Transects
John Tilt

Research Officer
John Dover

were already in residence. However, I hate to think
how many I missed that may have been taken with
the green waste to the local tip!
I like to think I am pretty good at carrying out
work like this at the least damaging time for
wildlife, but these hibernating butterflies took me
by surprise.

Remembering a loved one with a living gift
A

s a keen gardener and voluntary warden of his Local Nature Reserve, Dr Phil Lumley was passionate
about the natural world and butterflies in particular.
After his premature death aged just 60 years, his widow, Helen, decided to honour his memory
through a regular donation to Butterfly Conservation. These gifts in memory are supporting conservation
work in the North York Moors to benefit Duke of Burgundy and Pearl-bordered Fritillary
butterflies. Helen said: “It has been a great comfort to me personally, in the face of a terrible loss, to think
that something that Phil was so passionate about in life is being supported after his death.”
A gift in memory of someone special is a wonderful way to support Butterfly Conservation whilst
keeping their memory alive. If you are interested in making a gift in memory and there is further
information on our website, alternatively please contact Helen Corrigan on 01273 453313 or e-mail
hcorrigan@butterfly-conservation.org
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michael_southall58@hotmail.co.uk
joystevens@blueyonder.co.uk

jjoy@butterfly-conservation.org
njstone@hotmail.com
jcbcwm@gmail.com

john.tilt2@btopenworld.com

jdover@nymph.demon.co.uk

01299 251467

01384 372397

01952 249325

02476 335189

01785 712273

01386 792458

01925 752905

Reserve Managers
Ewyas Harold - Ian Hart
Grafton Wood - John Tilt
Monkwood - George Groves
Prees Heath - Stephen Lewis
Trench Wood - John Holder

yellowrattle4@aol.com
john.tilt2@btopenworld.com
george_groves@btopenworld.com
slewis@butterfly-conservation.org
johnholder@tiscali.co.uk

01981 510259
01386 792458
01905 620721
07900 886809
01905 794854

Moth Officers
Birmingham and the Black Country
David Jackson
Herefordshire - Robin Hemming
Worcestershire - Mike Southall

jacksongrus@talktalk.net
robinhemming@btinternet.com
michael_southall58@hotmail.com

01902 344716
01568 797351
01299 251467

Conservation Officers
Worcestershire - Trevor Bucknall
Herefordshire - Ian Hart
Shropshire - Dr Jenny Joy

trevor.bucknall@tesco.net
yellowrattle4@aol.com
jjoy@butterfly-conservation.org

01905 755757
01981 510259
01952 245684

County Leaders
North Staffordshire - John Bryan
Central Staffordshire - Robert Winstanley
South Staffordshire - David Jackson
Herefordshire - Dean Fenton

johnpbryan15@aol.com
robandpatwin@btinternet.com
jacksongrus@talktalk.net
fenton@littleburyfarm.co.uk

01782 541870
01889 576768
01902 344716
01568 611575

Malvern Hills Representative
Peter Seal

seal2@btinternet.com

01684 564524

Brown Hairstreak Champion
Mike Williams
Newsletter Editor
Roger Wasley

mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk
thecomma@btinternet.com

01299 824860

01242 603765
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John’s art
on show

B

elow is a water colour
by John Reeve
photographed in the
gallery of the Royal
Birmingham Society of
Artists off St. Paul’s Square,
Birmingham. The painting
depicts Parnassius
maximinus, a species of
Apollo with blue spots on its
hindwing, seen at the
summit of the Ulken Kaindy
Pass in the Tien Shan
mountains of Kazakhstan

Hand-picked team: Seen with their magnificent haul of sloes are, from
left, Andy Barker, Richard Southwell with Skip the dog, Simon Primrose,
Phil Williams, Pauline Jennings, Helen Ball, Max Robinson and Jenny Tonry
(Mike Williams)

which was visited on
horseback as part of a
butterfly tour there in 2004.
John is an Associate of the
RBSA and has been a long
time member of West
Midlands Butterfly
Conservation. A graphic
artist by profession, John
designed the special West
Midlands branch logo
celebrating our 30th
anniversary which is on the
front cover of our butterfly
walks booklet.

Batch Number: C015022
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Picking sloes for more
jars of hairstreak jelly

P

roduction of more Hairstreak Jelly is being stepped up this winter after
successful foraging for bag loads of sloes by volunteers from West
Midlands branch of Butterfly Conservation.
The team went to Thistledown Meadows, near Upton Snodsbury, at the
kind invitation of Pauline Wilson the owner. In total, by the end of the day,
including some that had been picked in advance, they had collected nearly
80lbs which will be turned into this year’s Hairstreak Jelly by the Wayside
Farm Shop. They also found 33 Brown Hairstreak eggs which was well up
on the previous year.
The last batch of Hairstreak Jelly proved a sell-out and generated good
publicity for the conservation requirements of the Brown Hairstreak. The
branch is working again with Elspeth Robertson at Wayside Farm Shop
(www.waysidefarmshop.co.uk), who makes the jelly on behalf of the branch.
Mike Williams, Brown Hairstreak Champion for the branch, said: “We
met at Grafton Flyford Church before heading off to Thistledown Meadows
where Pauline kindly gave her permission for us to pick sloes from her
hedgerows – and to look for eggs at the same time! Some of our local Brown
Hairstreakers also gathered sloes on our behalf.”
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